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In 1972, Karen Dion, Ellen Berscheid, and Elaine Walster set out to determine whether 

people hold “stereotyped notions of the personality traits possessed by individuals of 

varying attractiveness.”
1
 Their study provided participants with photographs of subjects 

previously classified as attractive, moderately attractive, or unattractive and asked them 

to record their impressions of each.
2
 The results were astonishing: based only on the 

photographs provided, participants predicted attractive subjects would be happier, 

possess more socially desirable personalities, practice more prestigious occupations, and 

exhibit higher marital competence.
3
 Their findings were published in an article entitled 

“What is Beautiful is Good” and gave rise to an enduring theory of the same name. 

 

In the decades since the Dion et al. experiment, the “what is beautiful is good” hypothesis 

has played a particularly meaningful role in occupational studies. Given the high-stakes 

nature of job acquisition, many researchers have asked, for example, whether attractive 

job candidates are more likely to be hired than their peers. Overwhelmingly, the answer is 

yes.
4
 And attractive applicants are deemed not only more hireable than less attractive 

candidates, but also more likeable as individuals and likely “to have all it takes to be 

successful in life.”
5
 This is true regardless of an applicant’s gender and whether the 

evaluating participants are college students or actual personnel professionals.
6
 The 

advantage persists even when reviewers are provided with other job-relevant information: 

studies pairing applicants’ photographs with information like college major, relevant 

work experience, and performance reviews failed to attenuate the effects of the beauty 

bias.
7
 Furthermore, physically attractive job candidates are also offered higher starting 

salaries than their less attractive peers.
8
 

 

Once on the job, the benefits continue. Attractive employees receive more favorable job 

performance evaluations than their co-workers.
9
 Even attractive college professors see an 

average 0.8 jump in student evaluation scores on a five-point scale.
10

 And, in conjunction 

with higher evaluations, attractive employees are also more likely to be selected for 

management training and promoted to managerial positions.
11

 It bears mention that, while 

most studies in this area manipulate attractiveness with head shots, facial attractiveness is 

not the only predictor of success: women with lower body-mass indexes reach more 

prestigious occupations in their careers, and taller men reach higher earnings over 

theirs.
12

 Malcolm Gladwell discusses a greater phenomenon with respect to men’s height 

in his book Blink: among CEOs of Fortune 500 companies, 58 percent stand six feet or 

taller—among the U.S. population of men as a whole, that figure is a mere 14.5 percent.
13
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And contrary to expectations, the professional advantages enjoyed by attractive 

individuals persist throughout their careers. A longitudinal study of MBA graduates 

revealed that the earnings gap between attractive and unattractive employees only widens 

over time: for every additional unit of attractiveness on a five-point scale, men earned on 

average an extra $2,600 annually and women an additional $2,150 over their peers.
14

 

Another study found that “an American worker who was among the bottom one-seventh 

in looks . . . earned 10 to 15 percent less per year than a similar worker whose looks were 

assessed in the top one-third—a lifetime difference, in a typical case, of about 

$230,000.”
15

 

 

In short, attractive individuals will receive more job offers, better advancement 

opportunities, and higher salaries than their less attractive peers—despite numerous 

findings that they are no more intelligent or capable. This article aims to explore the 

sources and potential resolution of appearance-based employment decisions. In other 

words, now that we know appearance-based employment discrimination exists, where 

does it come from and what do we do about it? Part I examines the psychology of 

attractiveness, exploring what registers as attractive and what unconscious responses 

attractiveness commonly evokes. It begins with a definition of beauty in terms of both 

biological and performed traits and concludes with a discussion of beauty facts versus 

fictions. Part II provides an overview of existing legal remedies to victims of appearance-

based discrimination and explains why legal reform is an ill-suited solution. After ruling 

out the law, this article concludes that appearance-based employment decisions should be 

curbed internally, via management and human resources efforts.  

 

I. THE PIECES AND PAY-OFFS OF ATTRACTIVENESS 

 

Before we examine the effects beauty has on its beholder, it is worth attempting to craft a 

definition of attractiveness. This undertaking is beneficial for a number of reasons: first, 

it establishes a common understanding of what is meant when we say “physical 

attractiveness”; second, it demonstrates the extent to which one can influence his or her 

own attractiveness; and finally, it dispels the notion that attractiveness is too subjective to 

quantify or discuss in any meaningful way. For despite variations in personal and cultural 

predilections, studies have found that certain traits and combinations of traits emerge as 

more-or-less universally attractive.
16

 While some preferred features are biological—say, 

for example, a fetching waist-to-hip ratio
17

 or a symmetrical face,
18

 others are a matter of 

presentation. For women especially, perceived attractiveness is largely influenced by 

wardrobe,
19

 hair color or style,
20

 and cosmetics choices.
21

 The following sections will 

discuss the elements of each type of beauty, biological and performed, in turn. The final 

section will discuss the positive assumptions we commonly make about attractive people 

and how often those individuals fall short of our expectations. 

 

A. The Biological Aspects of Attractiveness   

 

Researchers consistently find that physical attractiveness is defined in terms of gender. In 

other words, the traits that contribute most significantly to female and male attractiveness 
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are positively correlated with femininity and masculinity, respectively. For instance, the 

most significant predictors of an attractive female figure are a small waist-to-hip ratio and 

a light body weight.
22

 Women are also considered more attractive the longer they wear 

their hair.
23

 The ideal male figure, on the other hand, features a larger waist-to-hip ratio 

and a muscular, rather than slender, build.
24

 And men’s attractiveness ratings increase 

with height.
25

  

 

Our preference for gendered (or “sexually dimorphic”) features holds especially true with 

respect to facial features. Female facial attractiveness is commonly linked with a small 

size of the lower face, while the attractive male face possesses a “longer, broader lower 

jaw.”
26

 Other features commonly associated with female facial attractiveness are wide 

eyes, a thick mouth and upper lip, and high, prominent cheekbones.
27

 In contrast, female 

faces are rated less attractive when they exhibit characteristically masculine features like 

a pronounced brow ridge and a wide nose or chin.
28

 In addition to the proportions of 

certain features, facial attractiveness is also influenced by their appearance. The color and 

texture of skin, for example, play a considerable role in determining facial attractiveness: 

the attractive female face has smooth skin with a “slightly reddish” tint
29

 and heightened 

luminance contrast between skin and lip color (referring to the contrast between brighter 

and darker tones).
30

 Not surprisingly, increasing luminance contrast has been found to 

detract from masculinity and male facial attractiveness.
31

  

 

B. The Performed Aspects of Attractiveness  

 

To some extent, our features are biologically fixed. There are, however, some traits that 

are more open to manipulation than others. With the aid of cosmetics, women can alter 

their skin texture, tint, and contrast. They can vary hair length and style. And a woman 

may strategically emphasize or downplay aspects of her figure through her manner of 

dress. Even men’s attractiveness can be manipulated, to a lesser extent, by increasing 

muscularity,
32

 dressing in a manner that signals status,
33

 and wearing light facial 

stubble.
34

 Thus attractiveness is not only biologically determined, but also performed.  

 

A recent New York Times article entitled “Up the Career Ladder, Lipstick in Hand” 

examined the effects of cosmetics on perceptions of women, with an eye toward 

wrangling any identified benefits for professional gain.
35

 By gauging participants’ 

reactions to images of women with increasing quantities of makeup, the study concluded 

that makeup can not only enhance women’s attractiveness but also increase their 

perceived “likeability,” “competence,” and “trustworthiness.”
36

 Interestingly, the benefits 

held true past the point of “professional” makeup and into the “glamorous” aesthetic.
37

 

These results indicate that like biological determinants of attractiveness, the performed 

elements of attractiveness can affect an individual’s experience and status. More 

importantly, they suggest the status and privilege associated with beauty may be attained 

through individual effort, in addition to biological good fortune.  

 

Having discussed the biological aspects of female facial appeal, we see that makeup 

application tends to mimic our biological predilections: foundation satisfies the 
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preference for smooth, homogenous skin;
38

 concealer camouflages blueish tones that 

detract from facial attractiveness;
39

 blush increases skin saturation, which is perceived as 

“attractive and healthy”;
40

 and lipstick creates the desired luminance contrast between 

skin and lip color.
41

 Not even the structural elements of facial attractiveness are beyond 

the reach of skillful makeup application, as glamour magazines regularly offer tutorials 

on applying makeup to create the illusion of wider eyes,
42

 fuller lips,
43

 and higher 

cheekbones.
44

 It is, therefore, unsurprising to discover that women are considered more 

attractive when wearing makeup.
45

  

 

In addition to using cosmetics, women can also influence their perceived attractiveness 

by manipulating their hair length, style, or color. A 2004 study found that long and 

medium-length hair worn down significantly improves a woman’s physical 

attractiveness, regardless how attractive she was initially rated with her hair pulled back
 

.
46

 In fact, women who were initially rated less attractive experienced nearly twice the 

improvement in ratings as their more attractive counterparts just by wearing longer hair.
47

 

Participants in another study rated blonde women not only more attractive than brunettes 

but also “more feminine, emotional, and pleasure seeking.”
48

 

 

Clothing choices, too, play a role in determining attractiveness. Researchers in one study 

attempted to identify the social cues communicated by various types of women’s dress.
49

 

They photographed subjects in five different outfits (formal skirt, formal pants, casual 

skirt, casual pants, and jeans) and gauged participants’ reactions to the subjects in each 

form of attire.
50

 The results indicated that both males and females consider a woman 

wearing a formal skirt outfit most “happy, successful, feminine, interesting, attractive, 

intelligent, and wanted as a friend.”
51

 Conversely, subjects wearing jeans were rated 

lowest among each category.
52

 These results demonstrate once again that women can not 

only influence their attractiveness, but can also elicit other desirable inferences generally 

bestowed upon attractive people simply by manipulating their appearance.  

 

C. Why Beauty Isn’t All It’s Cracked Up to Be 

 

But what are these desirable inferences? On the basis of appearance alone, we attribute a 

number of positive characteristics to our attractive peers: on the whole, we perceive them 

to be more competent, happy, and successful than the general population.
53

 We expect 

them to attain more prestigious jobs, enjoy happier marriages, and lead richer social 

lives.
54

 Moreover, our positive assumptions about attractive people lead us to treat them 

better at every point in their lives.
55

 In primary school, attractive students are called on 

more often than their peers
56

 and judged more leniently for their transgressions.
57

 In 

college, attractive students get more dates
58

 and are more often elected to leadership 

positions.
59

 And “lookism,” as this form of bias has been termed,
60

 is perhaps most 

acutely observed in the workplace, where (as discussed above) attractive employees and 

job candidates are more often hired over their peers, more readily promoted, and paid 

more.
61
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But are attractive people, in fact, more capable than their less attractive peers? According 

to psychologist Alan Feingold, the answer is no.
62

 Feingold amassed decades’ worth of 

attractiveness research to discern what traits we attribute to attractive people, what traits 

actually prove to be most prevalent among them, and how wide the gap is between our 

expectations and reality. In its first stage, Feingold’s study confirmed that people 

undoubtedly ascribe more socially desirable attributes to physically attractive 

individuals.
63

 Specifically, people anticipated attractiveness would bear a modest 

correlation with intelligence, a moderate correlation with sociability, dominance, and 

mental health, and the strongest correlation with social skills.
64

 In the study’s second 

stage, however, Feingold found “no notable differences” in levels of sociability, 

dominance, general mental health, or intelligence between attractive and unattractive 

people.
65

 In fact, social skills were the only area in which attractive people were both 

expected to, and then actually did, exhibit an advantage—but even that correlation fell 

significantly short of expected values.
66

 

 

Despite the general myth-busting nature of Feingold’s findings, his study did reveal 

certain traits with which attractiveness seemed to be correlated. For instance, attractive 

people are generally less lonely, less prone to social anxiety, and more comfortable 

interacting with members of the opposite sex than their peers.
67

 For women, 

attractiveness served as a stronger predictor for self-esteem, opposite-sex popularity, 

better grades, and sexual permissiveness than for men.
68

 Among men, attractiveness came 

with greater popularity and social comfort, but also lower intelligence and heightened 

public self-consciousness.
69

 On the whole, Feingold found that while attractiveness tends 

to correspond with heightened social comfort and other related behaviors, it generally 

served as a poor predictor for measures of ability. 

 

Feingold did, however, uncover one additional relationship of note: the relationship 

between the traits we expect to find in attractive people and a person’s rating of his or her 

own attractiveness.
70

 Unlike objective attractiveness, self-rated attractiveness actually did 

correlate with measures of sociability, dominance and mental health (including self-

esteem)—attributes that were expected in higher measure among objectively attractive 

people.
71

 And like objectively attractive individuals, those who rated themselves as 

attractive also demonstrated higher levels of social comfort (including freedom from 

loneliness, from general social anxiety, and from anxiety with regard to opposite-sex 

interactions).
72

 Thus, Feingold’s findings provide two insights with respect to self-rated 

attractiveness: (1) considering oneself attractive is more predictive of many socially 

desirable traits than actually being attractive, and (2) even the attributes that are more 

often found among objectively attractive individuals—namely, social skills and 

comfort—are present among those who merely consider themselves attractive. 

 

More recent studies confirm Feingold’s conclusion that looks do not live up to their 

reputation.
73

 One notable example is the Judith Langlois et al.  2000 study entitled 

“Maxims or Myths of Beauty? A Meta-Analytic and Theoretical Review.”
74

 Langlois et 

al. discovered that attractive people are not only judged more favorably than their peers, 

but are also treated significantly better.
75

 Consequently, they found positive correlations 

with both internal and external measures of social advantages: compared with 
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unattractive adults, attractive people experienced more occupational success, were better 

liked, had more dating and sexual experience, and generally exhibited better physical 

health.
76

 Moderately correlated with attractiveness were measures of extroversion, 

traditionalism, self-esteem, social skills, and mental health.
77

 In addition, Langlois et al. 

found that attractive adults hold somewhat more favorable self-perceptions than their 

peers, perceiving themselves to be more mentally healthy and more competent.
78

 In the 

end, the correlation between attractiveness and intelligence remained very slight.
79

  

 

Another study conducted in the mid-1990s focused specifically on the relationship 

between attractiveness and intellectual competence.
80

 The study, entitled “Physical 

Attractiveness and Intellectual Competence: A Meta-Analytic Review,” reaffirmed the 

finding that attractive individuals are perceived as more competent than their less 

attractive peers.
81

 After aggregating the results of 113 attractiveness studies, however, it 

concluded that the actual correlation between physical attractiveness and intellectual 

competence is “virtually zero.”
82

  

 

Thus, the opportunities afforded attractive people are proven not only unfounded but also 

unfair—for any advantages bestowed upon attractive people necessarily translate into 

disadvantages for their less attractive peers. Because these differences often lead to 

palpable disparities in wealth and opportunity between the attractive and unattractive, 

many argue that appearance-based discrimination should carry legal implications. The 

following Part will discuss the current role of the law in this context and explain why 

expanding legal recourse for the unattractive is an ill-suited reform.  

 

II. APPEARANCE-BASED DISCRIMINATION AND THE LAW 

 

The professional disadvantages faced by unattractive individuals mirror in many ways the 

forms of employment discrimination that gave rise to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 

1964 (“Title VII”),
83

 the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA),
84

 and the 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
85

 Indeed, the advantages bestowed upon 

attractive people are not only parallel to, but also entangled with the advantages of 

whiteness, health, and youth. As evidenced by our current federal employment-

discrimination regime, discrimination on such bases is not only socially undesirable but 

often legally prohibited. The following section summarizes the legal remedies currently 

available to some victims of appearance-based discrimination. It is followed by a 

discussion of the arguments commonly advanced in favor of appearance-specific legal 

reform and, finally, an explanation of the law’s inadequacy to resolve this issue. 

 

A. An Overview of Appearance-Based Legal Protections 

 

Currently, victims of appearance-based discrimination are not wholly without recourse: 

federal anti-discrimination laws (and a handful of state and local laws) may already 

prohibit certain forms of employment discrimination if an individual’s appearance is 

sufficiently linked to some other legally protected classification. Thus, certain victims of 

appearance-based discrimination may fall within the protections of Title VII,
86

 the 
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ADEA,
87

 or the ADA.
88

 A brief overview of each statute and its applicability to 

appearance-based discrimination follows. 

 

Title VII prohibits employers with at least fifteen full-time employees from 

discriminating on the basis of “race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.”
89

 

Discrimination for the purposes of Title VII means any action with respect to an 

applicant’s or employee’s “compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of 

employment,” including hiring and firing decisions.
90

 Given Title VII’s broad reach, 

some victims of appearance-based discrimination have successfully alleged race or sex 

discrimination on the basis of physical characteristics like grooming and attire. In the 

well-known case Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins, for example, the Supreme Court ruled 

that a female accountant who was denied partnership in part for her failure to “dress more 

femininely, wear make-up, have her hair styled, and wear jewelry” had been a victim of 

unlawful gender discrimination under Title VII.
91

 In another case, an African-American 

man who suffered from pseudofolliculitis barbae, a skin condition which prevents 

approximately fifty-percent of African-American men from shaving comfortably, was 

found to have suffered race discrimination on account of his employer’s no-beard 

policy.
92

 Overall, however, protection for victims of appearance-based discrimination 

under Title VII has been inconsistent, even in cases where appearance seems inextricably 

linked with a plaintiff’s otherwise protected status.
93

 

 

The ADEA extends Title’s VII’s protections to employment decisions made on the basis 

of an employee’s age, for persons forty years of age and older.
94

 To establish a claim of 

age discrimination, a plaintiff must demonstrate that he or she was over 40, qualified for 

the position in question, was subjected to an adverse employment action, and 

subsequently replaced by a sufficiently younger person to create an inference of age 

discrimination.
95

 Given our tendency to define beauty in terms of youth, it is unsurprising 

that some victims of appearance-based discrimination have successfully established 

claims of age discrimination after being replaced with younger, more attractive 

employees.
96

 Like cases brought under Title VII, however, age-discrimination cases on 

the basis of appearance have met mixed results in courts.
97

 

 

Finally, employees may also seek recourse for appearance-based discrimination under the 

ADA, which protects qualified individuals from discrimination on the basis of an actual 

or perceived disability.
98

 A qualified individual is defined as one who can perform a job’s 

essential functions, even if doing so would require some level of accommodation by an 

employer.
99

 To qualify as disabled under the ADA, an individual must (1) be 

substantially limited in a major life activity (e.g., walking or reading) by a physical or 

mental impairment, (2) have a record of such impairment, or (3) be perceived as having 

such an impairment.
100

 An “impairment” for purposes of the ADA does not include 

“ordinary physical characteristics, height, weight, or muscle tone within ‘normal’ range 

and not resulting from an underlying physiological condition.”
101

 Thus, a victim of 

appearance-based discrimination may only seek legal protection under the ADA if his or 

her appearance is either symptomatic of an impairment or leads an employer to perceive 

that individual as being impaired.  
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Beyond federal discrimination laws, victims of appearance-based discrimination may also 

fall under a handful of state and local protections. In 1977, Michigan became the first 

state to outlaw appearance-based discrimination on the basis of height and weight.
102

 

Today, Michigan remains the only state to prohibit appearance-based discrimination, but 

it has since been joined by a number of localities. The District of Columbia, for example, 

prohibits discrimination on the basis of “the outward appearance of any person, 

irrespective of sex, with regard to bodily condition or characteristics, manner or style of 

dress, and manner or style of personal grooming, including, but not limited to, hair style 

and beards.”
103

 Similarly, the city of Santa Cruz, California adopted an ordinance in 1992 

prohibiting discrimination on the basis of height, weight, and “physical characteristic.”
104

 

Other jurisdictions to have adopted appearance-based employment protections include 

Madison, Wisconsin,
105

 San Francisco, California,
106

 Urbana, Illinois,
107

 and Howard 

County, Maryland.
108

 

 

B. The Appeal and Ultimate Inadequacy of Legal Reform 

 

As the more insidious forms of employment discrimination arguably subside, 

appearance-based discrimination becomes the subject of increased attention and scrutiny. 

Additionally, given the demonstrated inadequacy of our current antidiscrimination regime 

to offer protections to all of its victims, many scholars have advanced arguments in favor 

of legal reform. Economist David Hamermesh proposes, for example, that 

unattractiveness should be construed as a disability, thereby shielding all unattractive 

individuals from discrimination under the ADA.
109

 Stanford law professor Deborah 

Rhode advocates a wholesale prohibition on discrimination “based on appearance in 

employment, housing, public accommodations, and related contexts.”
110

 Yet, despite the 

inherent appeal of combating lookism in the same way we have overcome other forms of 

discrimination, this article argues legal reform is not the answer.  

 

For one, most elements of physical attractiveness are not capable of being confined to 

discrete, protectable criteria in the way that religion, ethnicity, gender and age are. 

Physical attractiveness is an amalgamation of several traits, some of which are highly 

susceptible to manipulation and all of which may be valued differently under different 

circumstances. For instance, an individual may be considered more or less attractive 

depending upon the other members of the relevant pool; in contrast, one does not become 

more or less Chinese when compared with others. This is not to mention the inherent 

difficulty in asking discrimination victims to self-identify as legally ugly. 

 

Furthermore, attractiveness is not one trait, but rather the composite of multiple social 

values and aesthetic signals—many of which are already protected in some form by the 

current employment discrimination regime. Put differently, attractiveness is not purely a 

function of looks; instead, our minds process the way people look and then glean from 

different aspects of their appearances certain positive or negative inferences. As an 

illustration, obesity presents a significant detriment to job applicants and employees.
111

 

On a superficial level, this could be explained by classifying obesity as a form of 

unattractiveness.
112

 But studies show that obesity latently communicates more: because it 
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is most prevalent among minorities and white individuals of lower socioeconomic 

status,
113

 obesity carries racial and class implications as well.  

 

A cursory glance at interview attire reveals another outlet for classist thought in 

appearance-based judgments. As stated in “The Perfect Interview Outfit,” an article in 

Forbes magazine, “Your interview attire indicates your socioeconomic status and it can 

actually impact your salary offer. . . . If someone looks like they need a job they are 

probably not going to get it.”
114

 From silk ties and leather shoes to professionally pressed 

suits,
115

 it is clear that dressing professionally is meant to communicate a level of 

affluence. 

 

And all of these signals—combined with race, age, and gender judgments—are 

communicated simultaneously by one’s appearance, rendering “attractiveness” more of 

an umbrella term than a single characteristic. This is not to say that attractiveness is 

incapable of isolation; the many studies that analyze the effects of attractiveness have 

accomplished this task by displaying only headshots or controlling such variables as 

hairstyle, wardrobe, and skin color. In reality, however, these variables are not 

standardized or isolated. And so protections on the basis of appearance would practically 

translate to some amalgamation of protections on the basis of race plus age plus gender 

plus socioeconomic status, and so on.  

 

And finally, more significant than the complexity of appearance-based judgments is the 

fact that they are made unwittingly.
116

 For, while we embrace a legal system that 

punishes bad behaviors, we have yet to develop or approve of a legal mechanism that 

penetrates the unconscious. As one scholar has noted, “[o]ne of the most important 

discoveries in empirical social psychology in the twentieth century is that people's 

perceptions and behavior are often shaped by factors that lie outside their awareness and 

cannot be fully understood by intuitive methods.
117

 In addition, most would agree that 

legal protections on the basis of race, gender, ethnicity, and so on reflect a general 

consensus that these traits would be illegitimate bases for judgment in any context—

professional or otherwise. Consistent with this understanding, Congress drafted 

antidiscrimination laws with the goal of counteracting and, in time, eradicating people’s 

innate prejudices. This begs the question whether we as a society are similarly prepared 

or desire to eliminate appearance-based judgments entirely. Unlike whiteness or 

maleness, attractiveness is still widely and overtly celebrated. It is perfectly acceptable to 

compliment someone by saying, “You look beautiful.” It would be ill-advised and 

repugnant, on the other hand, to congratulate someone on her whiteness or lack of 

disability. Employment discrimination laws work because they reflect widely held 

cultural beliefs about what we should and should not value. With respect to 

attractiveness, however, it is unreasonable to expect employers to act—and to think—

differently in the workplace than they are encouraged to think everywhere else. To render 

such judgments illegal would, therefore, prove unreasonable and ineffective. 
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CONCLUSION  

 

As this paper has demonstrated, attractiveness is not well-suited to legal protection for a 

number of reasons. Given the evidence that lookism results in markedly differential 

treatment and opportunities for the unattractive, however, it is a problem that deserves 

attention. If the law falls short as an exogenous force to individual thought and 

organizational action, perhaps the solution lies in internal reform. Interview protocols, 

hiring strategies, and compensation—the roots of organization inequality—all reside 

within the purview of human resources and management personnel.  

 

Appearance-based discrimination has already received some attention in managerial 

literature. The International Journal of Management, Personnel Psychology, and other 

periodicals have identified and discussed the effects of attractiveness across the spectrum 

of job-related outcomes.
118

 The question, then, is how to facilitate the transition from 

literature observing the phenomenon of lookism to proposing solutions. Unlike legal 

discourse, which asks how to do a job fairly, internal management discourse asks how to 

do a job better. Accordingly, the question of lookism should be framed not as a fairness 

issue and how to artificially disadvantage the attractive, but as a strategic challenge—i.e., 

how to avoid missing out on superior candidates whose unattractiveness would otherwise 

cause them to be underestimated and overlooked. By reframing the issue in this way, 

organizations can internalize the harms threatened by appearance-based discrimination in 

a way that incentivizes reform and addresses the problem at its source. ℵ  
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